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Unlike active length-tension curves that are parabolic, passive length-tension curves increase approximately exponentially with increasing muscle lengths beyond slack length (27) . Passive tension assists in the maintenance of organ shape and sarcomere homogeneity during muscle lengthening. Moreover, it is the total tension (passive plus active tensions) that is physiologically relevant during muscle contraction, and in detrusor smooth muscle (DSM), passive tension can contribute over 30% to total tension when the muscle is at its optimum muscle length for contraction (1) . In a muscle that displays length adaptation of active tension, one might expect that the passive length-tension curve will also length adapt (i.e., shift along the length axis). This seems especially relevant in the urinary bladder, a hollow organ that can accommodate large volumes at low luminal pressures during filling by lengthening DSM cells over sevenfold (52) , which is over twofold greater than in striated muscles (14) .
In striated muscles, titin and proteins of the extracellular matrix provide the primary tension-bearing molecules responsible for generation of passive tension, and the relative contribution of titin and extracellular matrix proteins varies considerably among different striated muscle types (34) . Given the apparent differences in the molecular structures responsible for active and passive tensions, it is not surprising that the mechanism of length adaptation of passive tension remains to be determined in those few smooth muscle tissues in which length adaptation of active tension has been identified. In an earlier study, we proposed that strain softenable crosslinks (10, 30) participate in length adaptation of passive tension in DSM (46) , but the molecular identity of these crosslinks remains to be determined. We showed that the magnitudes of DSM passive tension and stiffness (that remaining when tissues are incubated in a Ca 2ϩ -free solution) are highly dependent on the histories of muscle activation and muscle length (1, 46 -48) . We attributed this phenomenon to an intracellular molecular entity or aggregate that has an intrinsic adjustable stiffness and named this measurable muscle property adjustable passive stiffness (APS). Although we often obtain an estimate of APS by measuring passive tension differences at particular muscle lengths following muscle loading and unloading, the term "stiffness" is used rather than "tension" because stiffness is a material property characterized by a particular length-tension relationship. DSM activation at short muscle lengths by KCl, a muscarinic receptor agonist and a prostaglandin receptor agonist, regenerates APS and thus passive tension at longer muscle lengths via a rhoA kinase (ROCK)-dependent mechanism (1, 46) . Therefore, ROCK activation appears to add a dynamic passive tension component (i.e., APS) in parallel with a static passive tension component presumably due to extracellular matrix proteins (47) .
The physiological significance of APS may be to permit length adaptation coupling of active and passive tensions during bladder filling, and thus, to maintain a constant passiveto-active tension ratio. For such coupling to occur, we propose that APS is due to an actin-myosin interaction similar but distinct from the actomyosin cross bridge responsible for active tension. The precedence for our hypothesis that an actinmyosin interaction is responsible for the APS component of passive tension is that a small number of actomyosin cross bridges have been shown to contribute along with titin and extracellular matrix proteins to passive tension in resting striated muscle (4, 5, 20, 35) . Moreover, smooth muscle myosin II is a high-duty ratio motor protein that can form a long-lasting latchbridge (33, 39, 43) that may be ideally suited for maintenance of passive tension in DSM.
To test the hypothesis that APS in DSM is caused by formation of actomyosin cross bridges, the present study utilized blebbistatin, a selective uncompetitive inhibitor of myosin II (50) . Blebbistatin stabilizes the ADP-P i complex of the S1 myosin head that precedes the tension-generating step catalyzed by release of P i , thus inhibiting myosin from entering into the cross-bridge cycle (24) . Blebbistatin inhibits mammalian smooth muscle tension and actomyosin ATPase activity (9), does not inhibit myosin light chain phosphorylation in smooth or striated muscle (9, 49) , and because it has no effect on action potentials or Ca 2ϩ mobilization, it can selectively uncouple excitation-contraction coupling in cardiac muscle (11) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Tissue Preparation and Mechanical Measurements
All experiments involving animals were conducted within the appropriate animal welfare regulations and guidelines and were approved by the Virginia Commonwealth University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Bladders were isolated from adult female New Zealand white rabbits, and longitudinal muscle strips were prepared as previously described (36, 41) . In short, strips of DSM were isolated from underlying mucosa by microdissecting longitudinal muscle bundles clearly visible under a stereo microscope (Olympus SZX12). Tissue strips were ϳ2-4 mm wide and ϳ10 -12 mm long. Tissues were stored in cold (4°C) modified physiological saline solution (PSS; in mM: 140 NaCl, 4.7 KCl, 1.2 MgSO 4, 1.6 CaCl2, 1.2 NaHPO4, 2.0 MOPS adjusted to pH 7.4, 0.02 Na2ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid to chelate heavy metals, and 5.6 D-glucose made with high-purity, deionized water). Each muscle strip was secured between two tissue clips in an aerated muscle bath heated to 37°C such that the length of each tissue between the clips was 4 mm. One clip was attached to an isometric tension transducer (Radnoti Glass Technology, Monrovia, CA) or an electronic lever (Aurora Scientific Instruments, Aurora, Ontario, Canada) to introduce rapid and highly accurate length steps, and the other clip was attached to a micrometer for manual length adjustments. To induce active contraction, tissues were stimulated by addition of KCl (PSS in which 110 mM KCl was substituted iso-osmotically for NaCl). Strips of rabbit DSM contract strongly to KCl in the presence of Ca 2ϩ , but incubation for only 2 min in a Ca 2ϩ -free solution prevents KCl from causing a contraction (22) .
Tissue Permeabilization
Tissues secured between two tissue clips in an aerated muscle bath at 20°C were permeabilized with Triton X-100 (40 M) in a manner similar to that described previously when using ␤-escin (18) . Triton X-100 was dissolved in a "relaxing solution" that contained 74.1 mM potassium methanesulphonate, 4.0 mM magnesium methanesulphonate, 4 mM Na 2ATP, 4 mM EGTA, 5 mM creatine phosphate, 4 mM EGTA, and 30 mM PIPES, neutralized with 1 M KOH to pH 7.1 at 20°C. After permeabilization, tissues were washed to remove Triton X-100 and were incubated thereafter in the relaxing solution.
Drugs
GF-109203X, H-1152, latrunculin-B, and U-0126 were from EMD Biosciences (formerly Calbiochem, San Diego, CA). Forskolin and wortmannin were from Alexis. Indomethacin and blebbistatin were from Sigma. H-1152 was dissolved in distilled water; all other drugs were dissolved in DMSO. DMSO was added at a final concentration no greater than 0.1%, a concentration that had no effect on KClinduced increases in tension. Drugs were added to tissue baths 10 min before and during KCl-induced contractions as shown in Fig. 1B (drug treatment).
Protocols
Estimate of APS. Muscle strips were incubated in a Ca 2ϩ -free solution for at least 5 min to eliminate the activity of rapidly cycling cross bridges regulated by Ca 2ϩ -dependent processes (22) and then mechanically loaded (stretched) in a step-wise fashion from a length at which the muscle was just slack (L s; defined as the length when tension was ϳ0.49 mN) to 250% L s and unloaded in a step-wise fashion from 250 to 120% L s (see Fig. 1A ). Each step change in length was performed manually using a micrometer (LS Starrett, Athol, MA; 20-mm range, 10-m graduations). Tissues remained at each length for 5 min, at which time the pseudo steady-state tension was recorded. For each muscle length, the tension value produced during unloading (T unload) was subtracted from that produced during loading (Tload). The resulting plot of T load Ϫ Tunload vs. muscle length was presented as an estimate of length-dependent tension residing within the DSM that was due to the activity of an APS element.
Active tension protocol. Muscle strips were loaded as in Estimate of APS, except that after ϳ1 min at each muscle length tissues were strain softened by a rapid stretch to 250% L s and releaseed back to the original length. Three minutes later, tissues were contracted with KCl until the peak contraction was achieved (ϳ30 s) and then washed twice with fresh PSS to cause complete muscle relaxation. Active tension produced by KCl as a function of muscle length (T KCl) was calculated as the total tension produced by KCl minus the passive tension measured before addition of KCl.
Stress-relaxation protocol. Muscle strips were incubated in a Ca 2ϩ -free solution and preloaded by stretching rapidly from 120% L s to 180% Ls using an electronic lever and then allowed to passively stress-relax for 60 min. At 30 min when stress-relaxation achieved a pseudo steady-state value, muscle strips were subjected to a single stretch-release of a magnitude that was 10% Ls (i.e., from 180 to 190% Ls) or were exposed to blebbistatin. Passive tension values taken just before the single stretch-release or addition of blebbistatin (f1) were compared with those taken at 60 min (30 min after the single stretch-release or addition of blebbistatin, f2). Control tissues were stretched from 120 to 180% Ls using an electronic lever and allowed to stress-relax for 60 min but were not subjected to either a single stretch-release or exposed to blebbistatin (see Fig. 3B , Control).
Single stretch-release protocol. At the pseudo steady state of both a KCl-induced contraction and a stress-relaxation induced as described above, a single stretch-release was rapidly applied using an electronic lever as a mechanical probe to reveal the existence of cross-bridge activity in the form of tension recovery. The rapid release of an active muscle to a shorter muscle length will cause an immediate fall in tension due to shortening of the series elastic component following by tension recovery due to cross-bridge cycling (21) . The rapid release of a preloaded but inactive (i.e., passive) muscle will likewise cause an immediate reduction in tension but strong tension recovery should subsequently not occur because cross bridges are not cycling (15) . To ensure that cross bridges are detached after the quick release and to permit tension values before and after the length perturbation to be assessed at the same muscle length, we chose to apply a single stretch-release with amplitude of 10% Ls and rate of 1 mm/s rather than a simple quick-release. The 10% quick-stretch component of the single stretch-release should extend the series elastic component and detach any cross bridges that were attached (38, 53) .
Loading-unloading protocol to estimate APS in permeabilized tissues. Muscle strips were strain softened by stretching from Ls to 200% Ls and releasing back to Ls. This procedure eliminates most of the APS present within the length range of Ls to 200% Ls (46 -48) and essentially "sets" the level of APS within the working length range close to zero. Tissues at Ls were then contracted twice with KCl to reestablish APS (46) and then permeabilized with Triton X-100 and placed in a Ca 2ϩ -free relaxing solution. Tissues were then loaded by four incremental step increases in length (see Fig. 6A , Load) and unloaded by four incremental step releases (see Fig. 6A , UL). For each length step during loading, tissues were stretched 2% beyond the target length for 1 min and then released to the target length and passive tension was measured 1.5 min later. Although this protocol reduced slightly the passive tension that could be held at the target muscle length during the loading phase of the protocol, it reduced the time required to achieve the steady-state value because stress-relaxation following a stretch is very slow compared with tension redevelopment following a release (see especially the fourth loading tension values in Fig. 6B ), and this allowed for relatively more symmetrical timing of loading and unloading. The differences between loading and unloading tension values were therefore a conservative underestimate of the full passive tension that could be held at the particular target length during loading.
APS measured by dynamic length-tension work loops. Muscle strips at Ls were strain softened by stretching to 140% Ls and releasing back to Ls to "set" the level of APS within the working length range close to zero, contracted twice at Ls with KCl to reestablish APS, incubated in a Ca 2ϩ -free solution, slowly stretched to 120% Ls over 10 min, and then, while continuously recording tension, subjected to seven sequential controlled saw tooth ramp stretches (loading) and releases (unloading) using an electronic lever. Ten minutes later an eighth saw tooth ramp stretch-release was imposed (Fig. 1A) . The length-tension clockwise area enclosed by each saw tooth ramp stretch-release constitutes a work loop representing a loss of energy for the given length change. Work loop 1 minus work loop 8 represents APS (that amount of stiffness that can be induced by KCl when the muscle is at L s), and work loop 8 minus work loop 7 represents viscoelastic stiffness (that amount of stiffness that spontaneously returns during the 10-min "rest" period between saw tooth 7 and saw tooth 8) (46) .
Effects of Inhibitors on KCl-Induced Contraction and APS Assessed By Dynamic Length-Tension Work Loops
Muscle strips were subjected to the protocol shown in Fig. 1B , where "a" refers to seven saw tooth loading-unloading cycles and "b" refers to the eighth cycle produced 10 min later, as previously described and shown in Fig. 1A . In short, APS was induced by twice contracting tissues at L s with KCl (Fig. 1B, cross-hatched bars) . After complete relaxation, tissues were stretched to 120% Ls while incubated in a Ca 2ϩ -free solution and subjected to seven consecutive and a delayed eighth saw tooth loading-unloading cycles to measure APS. The value of APS was measured as the difference between work loop 1 and work loop 8. This sequence was repeated three times. The first was labeled "initial," the second "control," and the third "test" (Fig.  1B ). An inhibitor was added during the KCl-induced contractions in the third sequence (Fig. 1B, Drug 
Statistics
The null hypothesis was examined using Student's unpaired t-test or a one-way ANOVA followed by the Newman-Keuls post hoc test (GraphPad Prism version 5, La Jolla, CA) to assess whether each "test" group was different than the control group. In all cases, the null hypothesis was rejected at P Ͻ 0.05. For each study described, the n value was equal to the number of bladders.
RESULTS
Comparison of the Length Dependencies of Active and Passive Tensions
The muscle passive length-tension curve resulting from loading ( Fig. 2A, Load) was significantly greater than that produced during unloading ( Fig. 2A, Unload, and Fig. 2C , compare T Load and T Unload ). The tension difference between these two curves (Fig. 1C , T Load Ϫ T Unload ) represents an estimate of APS. This stiffness component is considered "passive" because tissues were bathed in a Ca 2ϩ -free solution ( Fig.  2A , Ca 2ϩ -free) that abolishes the ability of KCl to cause contraction (22) .
The protocol for generation of an active length-tension curve is shown in Fig. 2B (see MATERIALS AND METHODS). When plotted on the same graph, the curve representing APS appeared to be a weaker version of the active length-tension curve calculated for tissues maximally contracted with KCl (Fig. 2D , compare curves T Load Ϫ T Unload and T KCl ). That is, both curves had ascending and descending limbs and maximum tension values within the same muscle length range. Because T KCl is due to the degree of actomyosin cross-bridge overlap, these data support the hypothesis that the T Load Ϫ T Unload curve was also due to the degree of actomyosin crossbridge overlap. The experiments described below investigate this hypothesis.
Effects of a Single Stretch-Release or Blebbistatin on KCl-Induced Active Tension and Passive Stress-Relaxation
As expected in tissues contracted with KCl for 60 min, a single stretch-release (Fig. 3A , SS-R) applied at 30 min caused a rapid increase and then decrease in tension to a nadir much lower than the prestretch tension followed by tension recovery (Fig. 3A and zoomed image in inset) . The strength of tension recovery 30 min after the single stretch-release was over 90% (Fig. 3A , compare f 2 and f 1 , and Fig. 4A , SS-R). Addition of 30 M blebbistatin relaxed KCl-induced tonic tension (Fig. 3B) by ϳ70% (Fig. 4A, Bleb) . In control tissues that did not undergo a single stretch-release and were not exposed to blebbistatin, the tonic KCl-induced tension at 60 min (f 2 ) was reduced by only ϳ10% compared with the tension at 30 min (f 1 ; Fig. 4A, Control) . These data are consistent with the hypothesis that tonic tension maintenance of a KCl-induced contraction in DSM requires actively cycling actomyosin cross bridges. Fig. 2 . Length-tension curves generated for the stimulus KCl and for APS displayed a similar length dependency. A: loading and unloading protocol used to estimate the length dependency of APS. B: protocol used to generate an active lengthtension curve. Tissues were strain softened before each period of stimulation with KCl (black dots) by briefly stretching to 250% of Ls to eliminate APS. C: tension values produced at each length step generated on muscle loading (TLoad) and unloading (TUnload). The difference between these two curves (TLoad Ϫ TUnload) is an estimate of APS. D: comparison of the active length-tension curve (TKCl) produced using the protocol shown in B with the estimated length-APS tension curve (TLoad Ϫ TUnload) generated as shown in A. Data in C and D are means Ϯ SE, n ϭ 3.
In tissues incubated in a Ca 2ϩ -free solution and subjected to a step-stretch to induce stress-relaxation, a subsequent single stretch-release at 30 min (Fig. 3C , SS-R) caused passive tension to fall to a level lower than that produced before the single stretch-release, and tension did not recover within 30 min (Fig. 3C , compare f 2 with f 1 , and Fig. 4B , SS-R). Addition of blebbistatin also produced a significant reduction in passive tension (Figs. 3D and 4B, Bleb) . The reduction in passive tension caused by blebbistatin was comparable to that induced by the single stretch-release (Fig. 4B) . The passive tension remaining after blebbistatin or after the single stretch-release in tissues incubated in the Ca 2ϩ -free solution was likely due to extracellular matrix proteins. These data together suggest that actomyosin cross bridges contribute at least 15% (Fig. 4B) to the maintenance of passive tension in rabbit DSM when stretched one time from 120 to 180% of L s and support the hypothesis that APS is due to actomyosin cross bridges.
If cross bridges are active (i.e., cycling) even in the Ca 2ϩ -free bathing solution, then we would expect tension recovery after a single stretch-release, as was seen during a KCl-induced contraction. It is possible that the reason tension did not recover after a single stretch-release (see Fig. 3C ) was because of the extra amount of total muscle strain imposed on the muscle (120 to 180% L s plus an additional 10% L s during the single stretch-release) compared with that imposed during a KCl-induced contraction (120% L s plus an additional 10% L s during the single stretch-release). To account for this possibility, tissues in a Ca 2ϩ -free solution were subjected to a stepincrease in length from 120 to 180% L s and allowed to stress-relax for 10 min and then contracted with KCl (in the presence of Ca 2ϩ ) or exposed to a Ca 2ϩ -containing solution for 20 min, and finally subjected to a single stretch-release at 30 min and tension was recorded for an additional 30 min (Fig. 5) . To identify the passive tension value near the time at which f 2 tension was taken, tissues were exposed to a Ca 2ϩ -free solution at 60 min (Fig. 5, A and B, gray boxes) . Under both conditions, tension fell immediately after completion of the single stretchrelease (Fig. 5, A and B) . Tension recovery to a level 80% of that just before the single stretch-release (Fig. 5C , KCl) occurred within 30 min in tissues contracted with KCl (Fig. 5A,  compare f 2 to f 1 ) . However, tissues exposed only to a Ca 2ϩ -containing solution did not appear to recover any tension, but Fig. 3 . Myosin II inhibitor blebbistatin (Bleb) reduced both active (KCl-induced) and passive (stress-relaxation in a Ca 2ϩ -free solution) tension values. Examples of a tension tracings showing that there was full recovery of tension produced following a single stretch-release (SS-R) applied at the pseudo steady state (30 min) of a KCl-induced contraction (tension at data point f2 was equal to tension at data point f1; A). B: Bleb relaxed a KCl-induced contraction when applied at the pseudo steady-state period of tension maintenance (tension at data point f2 was less than tension at data point f1). C: degree of tension held during a passive stress-relaxation in a tissue incubated in a Ca 2ϩ -free solution was reduced by a SS-R applied at the pseudo steady-state period of stress-relaxation (tension at data point f2 was less than tension at data point f1). D: Bleb relaxed the degree of tension held during a passive stress-relaxation in a tissue incubated in a Ca 2ϩ -free solution when applied at the pseudo steady-state period of stressrelaxation (tension at data point f2 was less than tension at data point f1). To induce stress-relaxation, tissues were stretched rapidly from 120 to 180% Ls (Stretch, C and D). A, inset: zoomed tension tracing taken from 29.5 to 30.5 min. Control tissues for the tests shown in A and B were contracted for 60 min with KCl, and control tissues for the tests shown in C and D were stress-relaxed in a Ca 2ϩ -free solution for 60 min (data not shown but results are summarized in Fig 4) . maintained tone ϳ40% above that induced when tissues were exposed to the Ca 2ϩ -free solution (Fig. 5B , compare f 2 to f 1 , and Fig. 5C, PSS) . The most important aspect of this experiment is that the greater tension induced by the single stretchrelease applied to a muscle already at a long length did not prevent tension recovery on release during a KCl-induced contraction. In summary, the data showing that blebbistatin reduced the level of passive tension sustained during Ca 2ϩ -free stress-relaxation suggest that actomyosin cross bridges contribute to the maintenance of passive tension in rabbit DSM. Data showing that tension did not recover after a single stretchrelease during Ca 2ϩ -free stress-relaxation imply that the Ca 2ϩ -free condition favors net cross-bridge detachment.
Triton X-100 Permeabilized Muscle
Intact tissues at L s were strain softened by stretching to 210% L s and releasing back to L s to "set" the level of APS within the working length range close to zero. Tissues at L s were then contracted twice with KCl to reestablish APS, permeabilized using Triton X-100, and placed in a Ca 2ϩ -free relaxing solution. As in intact tissues incubated in a Ca 2ϩ -free solution, the loading curve produced in permeabilized tissues incubated in a relaxing solution was stronger than the unloading curve (Fig. 6C) . The difference between T Load and T Unload represents APS only if a portion of the difference can be abolished by a prior strain-softening episode. To determine whether this was the case, tissues at L s were permeabilized using Triton X-100, placed in a Ca 2ϩ -free relaxing solution, and subjected to two rounds of step-wise loading (from L s to 200% L s ) and unloading (from 200% L s to L s ) alone (Fig. 7A ) or after undergoing a single step load and unload to 210% L s (strain softening, Fig. 7C, SS) . Also, the first round of step-wise loading and unloading served as strain softening for the second round. The calculated tension value, T Load Ϫ T Unload , revealed by round 1 loading and unloading was significantly greater than that revealed by round 2 loading and unloading (Fig. 7B) . Moreover, an initial strain softening to 210% (Fig. 7C) abolished this difference (Fig.  7D) . These data indicate that the fraction of passive tension at a particular length in permeabilized DSM that was established by contraction of intact DSM at a shorter length was lost by strain softening the permeabilized tissue (i.e., by stretching the tissue to, and returning from, a longer length). Thus, these data support the hypothesis that APS is retained in permeabilized DSM.
To determine whether blebbistatin can diminish the degree of passive tension retained in permeabilized muscle, intact tissues at L s were strain softened as described above, incubated for 30 min with 30 M active (Ϫ) and inactive (ϩ) isomers of blebbistatin, and contracted twice at L s with KCl. Upon washout of blebbistatin, these tissues were permeabilized with Triton X-100, placed in a Ca These data support the hypothesis that the APS generated in intact tissues and preserved in Triton X-100-permeabilized tissues is caused by actomyosin cross bridges.
Comparison of Antagonists of Kinases, an Inhibitor of Actin Polymerization and a Relaxant Agent on APS Measured Dynamically and on KCl-Induced Active Tension
To assess the effects of selective inhibitors of contraction on the formation of APS, we adopted a technique previously used to dynamically measure APS (46) and described in MATERIALS AND METHODS and in Fig. 1 . The first of seven sequential saw tooth ramp length changes greatly reduces the amount of passive muscle stiffness because the area enclosed by a second loading and unloading curve is much smaller than that enclosed by the first loading and unloading curve (Fig. 8A, compare areas enclosed by loading and unloading curves of cycles 1 and 2). However, six consecutive saw tooth ramp length changes (see Fig. 1A ) are required to reach steady state (note in Fig. 8B that the curves produced by cycles 6 and 7 are superimposable Fig. 5 . Tension recovered following a SS-R applied during a contraction induced by KCl which itself was applied during stress-relaxation. Tissues incubated in a Ca 2ϩ -free solution (gray boxes) were contracted with KCl (A) and washed in Ca 2ϩ -containing physiological saline solution (PSS) for 60 min (B), and a SS-R was applied at ϳ30 min. Tension values were taken for analyses (C) at the times indicated by f1, f2, and f0. To induce stress-relaxation, tissues were stretched rapidly from 120 to 180% Ls (Stretch, A and  B) . Data in C are means Ϯ SE, n ϭ 3-4. *P Ͻ 0.05 compared with KCl, Student's t-test. Fig. 6 . TLoad is greater than TUnload in permeabilized detrusor smooth muscle (DSM). A: loading (Load) and unloading (UL) protocol used to determine the length dependencies of passive tension. B: example of a passive tension tracing of permeabilized DSM subjected to the protocol shown in A. C: summary data showing that for each length step, the tension values produced on muscle loading were greater than those produced on unloading. TL4, pseudo steady-state tension value at the 4th loading length. Data in C are means Ϯ SE, n ϭ 3. *P Ͻ 0.05 compared with TLoad, Student's t-test. and less than that induced by cycle 2). An eighth saw tooth length change 10 min after the seventh reveals that some passive muscle stiffness softened by the seven consecutive length perturbations can return spontaneously with time (Fig.  8C , although both unloading curves are superimposable, the loading curve generated during cycle 8 is leftward shifted compared with that induced during cycle 7). Work loop 1 minus work loop 8 represents APS (that amount of stiffness that can be induced by KCl when the muscle is at L s ), and work loop 8 minus work loop 7 represents viscoelastic stiffness (that amount of stiffness that spontaneously returns during the 10-min "rest" period between saw tooth 7 and saw tooth 8). In the present study, we determined that APS and viscoelastic passive stiffness represent, respectively, 78 and 22% of the total dynamic stiffness softened by seven consecutive loading and unloading cycles (Fig. 8F) . Interestingly, the minimum passive tension does (Fig. 8D) , and peak passive tension does not (Fig.  8E) , include viscoelastic stiffness.
If cross bridges play a role in APS, then certain agents that affect cross-bridge activation in response to a KCl-induced stimulation would likely also affect APS. To test this hypothesis, the degree of APS was assessed in DSM strips using the protocol shown in Fig. 1 (see MATERIALS AND METHODS) . The maximum active tension induced by KCl and the degree of APS measured during the "Initial" and "Control" periods (see Fig. 1B) were not significantly different [KCl maximum active tension (g): Initial: 3.90 Ϯ 0.25; Control: 3.87 Ϯ 0.25; P Ͼ 0.05; n ϭ 27; APS (normalized to cycle 7): Initial: 2.15 Ϯ 0.14; Control: 2.09 Ϯ 0.14; P Ͼ 0.05; n ϭ 27]. Thus, KCl-induced contractile strength and the generation and measurement of APS were sequentially repeatable. The effects of particular drugs on the subsequent ability of KCl to cause a contraction (see Fig. 1B , "Drug Treatment" bar in the "Test" period) and of KCl to regenerate APS were then examined. The "Test" data were normalized to the "Initial" data.
Examples of tension tracings for the effects of H-1152 and wortmannin are shown in Fig. 9 , A-D. Note especially that wortmannin strongly inhibited a KCl-induced contraction (Fig.  9B) but the weak KCl-induced contraction was able to induce strong APS (Fig. 9D) . All agents except GF-109203X produced some degree of inhibition of both active contraction and APS (Fig. 9E) . The active isomer of blebbistatin [(Ϫ)Bleb] Fig. 7 . APS is retained in permeabilized detrusor smooth muscle (DSM). When subjected to the protocol shown in A, for each muscle length, the tension value representing an estimate of APS (TLoad Ϫ TUnload) obtained during round 1 Load and UL was greater than that produced during round 2 (B). When subjected to the protocol shown in C, for each muscle length, the tension value representing an estimate of APS (TLoad Ϫ TUnload) obtained during round 1 Load and UL was equal to that produced during round 2 (D). SS, strain softening. Data in B and D are means Ϯ SE, n ϭ 3. *P Ͻ 0.05 compared with round 1, Student's t-test. strongly inhibited both a KCl-induced contraction and APS, although APS was inhibited by a greater degree [ϳ70% compared with ϳ50%; . Latrunculin-B also inhibited a KCl-induced contraction and APS, suggesting that actin polymerization plays a role in both processes (Fig. 9E, Latr-B) . The dotted line in Fig. 9E indicates the line of equivalent inhibition of a KCl-induced contraction and APS. Interestingly, when considering the calculated average values, U-0126 (Fig.  9E) and forskolin (Fig. 9E, FSK) inhibited both a KCl-induced contraction and APS equally (the data fell on the dotted line), whereas wortmannin (Fig. 9E, Wort) and GF-109203X (Fig.  9E , GF-109) produced a greater inhibition of a KCl-induced contraction than of APS (the data fell to the right of the dotted line), and H-1152 (Fig. 9E) and indomethacin (Fig. 9E, INDO) produced a greater inhibition of APS than of a KCl-induced contraction (the data fell to the left of the dotted line). These data together support the notion that APS is due to actomyosin cross bridges and that one or more cyclooxygenase products and ROCK play a more important role compared with MLCK and PKC in regulation of APS formation.
DISCUSSION
We recently characterized a passive stiffness component of DSM that is generated by contractions at short muscle lengths, revealed by muscle loading and unloading when tissues are incubated in a Ca 2ϩ -free solution, and reduced in strength (i.e., strain softened) by the initial loading-unloading cycle (46 -48) . We termed this mechanical DSM component APS and proposed that it represents intracellular crosslinks (46) . The aim of this study was to gain insight into the molecular identity of these crosslinks responsible for APS. The most important findings are that 1) the passive tension resulting from generation of APS was relaxed by addition of the selective myosin II inhibitor blebbistatin (Fig. 3D) , 2) the generation of APS was greatly inhibited by blebbistatin (Fig. 9E), 3) APS was preserved in DSM permeabilized by Triton X-100 (Figs. 6 and 7) , and 4) blebbistatin inhibited APS preserved in Triton X-100- permeabilized tissue. These data, along with the additional findings that the length-tension curves of APS-dependent tension and KCl-induced active tension displayed ascending and descending limbs and optimum tensions at an identical muscle length (Fig. 2D) , and that the actin polymerization inhibitor latrunculin-B reduced the generation of APS (Fig. 9E) , support the hypothesis that APS is caused by slowly cycling actomyosin cross bridges.
Although this is a novel finding for DSM, it has precedence in earlier studies revealing that a small number of long-lived cross bridges participate in resting tension in skeletal, cardiac, and smooth muscles (4, 5, 20, 29, 42) . The cross bridges proposed to participate in resting tension in striated muscle, like APS, can be strain softened. For this reason, we propose that APS reflects a population of cross bridges that function to sustain passive tension rather than to develop active tension. These cross bridges would fit the criteria of a "tension sensor" or "gate," rather than as a "fast mover," as described by Nyitrai and Geeves (33) . If these cross bridges are attached during active tension development upon muscle stimulation by a contractile agent, then we would expect APS to contribute to total tension and to slow the rate of muscle shortening by imposing an internal load, as occurs in the latch-state (31) . A major distinction between the cross bridges responsible for resting stiffness in DSM and striated muscle is their dependence on Ca 2ϩ . Resting stiffness is abolished in permeabilized striated muscle incubated in relaxing solution and is therefore Ca 2ϩ dependent (29) . The dependency of resting striated muscle stiffness on Ca 2ϩ is one reason that a portion of resting tension is attributed to cross bridges. In the present and previous studies (1, 46 -48) , APS and the resulting passive tension in DSM are generated by contracting muscle strips at L s with KCl, carbachol, or PGE 2 in a Ca 2ϩ -containing solution, but then measured in tissues incubated for at least 2-5 min in a Ca 2ϩ -free solution, a duration sufficient to abolish a KClinduced contraction (22) . An early study indicated that smooth muscle displays a resistance to stretch when tissues are bathed in a Ca 2ϩ -containing medium that is absent when tissues are bathed in a Ca 2ϩ -free solution (42) . In the present study, APS appeared to be retained for at least 30 -60 min in tissues incubated in a Ca 2ϩ -free solution (Fig. 3D) . Moreover, we found that APS was preserved in tissues incubated in a relaxing solution after permeabilization with Triton X-100. Although we did not directly compare the degree of passive stiffness retained by resting DSM exposed to Ca 2ϩ -containing and Ca 2ϩ -free solutions, it is likely that the level of stiffness would be considerably greater in tissues exposed to Ca 2ϩ . Several Ca 2ϩ -independent kinases such as ROCK, zipperinteracting kinase (ZIPK), and intergrin-linked kinase (ILK) can "turn on" actomyosin cross bridges (2, 7, 32) largely by inhibition of MLC phosphatase activity (23) . DSM displays high basal levels of MLC phosphorylation and incubation of tissues in a Ca 2ϩ -free solution reduces but does not abolish basal MLC phosphorylation (37) . Thus, a fraction of the total cross-bridge pool could remain active in DSM incubated in a Ca 2ϩ -free solution. The strain-release cycle that softens passive stiffness may act to "turn off" these cross bridges by a purely mechanical mechanism, by altering the kinetics of ADP release or by activating a biochemical step. Although speculative at this time, the latter two models would suggest that strain softening does not physically break cross bridges, but instead, (Fig. 8) during the control period (Con; C and D, and see Fig. 1B ) and after the tissues were incubated with H-1152 (C) and Wort (D) when tissues were contracted with KCl during the test period (Fig. 1B) . The work loop area representing APS was calculated as work loop 1 Ϫ work loop 8 as shown in Fig. 8F . Summary data in E are presented as % normalized to the values obtained during an Initial period (Fig. 1B) . (ϩ)Bleb and (Ϫ)Bleb are, respectively, the inactive and active isomers of the myosin II inhibitor blebbistatin (30 M) . GF-109 is the protein kinase C (PKC) inhibitor GF-109203X (1 M). H-1152 was used at 0.3 M. INDO is the nonselective cyclooxygenase inhibitor indomethacin (10 M). Latr-B is the actin polymerization inhibitor latrunculin-B (0.1 M). Wort was used at 3 M. U-0126 (10 M) is the MEK1 inhibitor and FSK is the protein kinase A activator forskolin (10 M). Data in E are means Ϯ SE, n ϭ 3 for each drug.
that the degree of strain acts as a sensor to biochemically regulate the number of attached cross bridges in resting DSM.
If APS reflects slowly cycling cross bridges generated by a contractile agonist, then it is possible that any agent that reduces an agonist induced contraction might also reduce APS generation. In fact, we found that all inhibitors of active tension generation except 1 M GF-109203X inhibited APS. However, a KCl-induced contraction and APS were not necessarily attenuated equally by the same inhibitor. The PKC inhibitor GF-109203X when used at 1 M significantly inhibited a KCl-induced contraction by ϳ25% but did not reduce the degree of APS generated as a result of the KCl stimulation (Fig. 9E, GF-109) . Moreover, despite the very strong (ϳ85%) inhibition of a KCl-induced contraction by wortmannin, a considerable degree of APS (Ͼ50%) could still be induced by the weak KCl contraction (Fig. 9, B, D , and E, Wort). H-1152 produced a greater inhibition of APS than of KCl-induced tension (Fig. 9, A, C, and E) , suggesting that ROCK may play a more prominent role in regulation of APS than of contraction. These data do not rule out the possibility that other kinases, such as ZIPK and ILK, also participate in generation of APS. Cyclooxygenase inhibition by indomethacin produced a greater inhibition of APS than of a KCl-induced contraction (Fig. 9E) . We recently showed that spontaneous rhythmic contraction in DSM can be abolished by cyclooxygenase inhibitors, suggesting that prostaglandins are basally released by detrusor (6) . Thus, prostaglandin receptor activation may rather selectively activate cell signaling systems involved in regulating APS.
Together, these data support the hypothesis that APS and active tension are regulated by similar and distinct biochemical pathways. Both myosin II heavy chain and myosin II essential light chain are expressed as multiple isoforms in smooth muscles (8) . Although speculative, one possible scenario envisioned is that "fast" and "slow" cross bridges are somewhat compartmentalized within the DSM cell such that they participate in, respectively, active tension and APS and are regulated largely by, respectively, MLCK and ROCK. Precedence for this can be found in a study showing that MLCK regulates cross bridges within the center of isolated porcine tracheal smooth muscle cells, whereas ROCK regulates those located at the cell periphery (28) .
The notion that slowly cycling APS cross bridges can act to regulate the degree of resting muscle tension over a broad working muscle length range expands the functional role played by myosin II in muscles. We propose that APS cross bridges may participate in maintaining organ shape and sarcomere orientation throughout the sevenfold operational length range (52) during bladder filling. Moreover, we suggest that detachment of APS cross bridges is responsible for accommodation during slow bladder filling. By acting as an internal load during voiding, APS cross bridges may be expected to reduce the rate while enhancing the maximum power output (the product of muscle tension and muscle shortening velocity) of the voiding contraction (12) . Based on these potential roles of APS, failure of this system may be expected to alter the degree of accommodation and lead to sarcomere in-homogeneities that would affect voiding. If APS provides an internal load, then reductions in APS might be expected to directly reduce bladder power output during voiding. In conclusion, data from this study support the hypothesis that APS is caused by slowly cycling cross bridges. APS cross bridges may represent a novel molecular target for research efforts focused on understanding and treating certain bladder contractile disorders.
